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1. INTRODUCTION 
Large systems can generally be viewed as composites of several smaller 
interactive systems. Thus it is natural to attempt to take this structure into 
account when dealing with them, especially when controlling them. Among 
others, Mesarovic et al. [l] have been interested in this problem and have 
introduced general concepts such as coordination and hierarchical control. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with this work. 
They have also introduced specific concepts and techniques (applicability of 
and coordinability by some coordination principles, interaction prediction, 
interaction operators,...) (see [2] or [3]) and h ave tried to apply them to dynamic 
problems [4], but not in a perfectly clear manner, in the opinion of the present 
author. 
Actually, if algorithms have been proposed for static problems, from the 
early work of Dantzig and Wolfe [5] to the works of Lasdon et al. [6, 71, the 
situation is less satisfactory in the field of dynamic systems control. Except 
perhaps for Takahara’s algorithms [8], which are discussed as a side topic in 
this paper, various authors have tried to adapt the ideas of static coordination 
to dynamic problems (e.g., Pearson [9], Titli [lo]). However, the prediction 
interaction principle [I, 21 seems more specific to these problems. The main 
contribution of this paper is the derivation of a new coordination algorithm 
from this principle, in a quite simple manner, also using the idea of interaction 
operators [I, p. 1431. 
This algorithm is explained in the general framework of optimization 
problems. Its convergence is studied only in the simple case of quadratic 
minimization. We then present applications to optimal control problems and 
discuss specific questions arising from the dynamic aspects. 
Among them, the notion of on-line coordination is investigated and another 
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algorithm is proposed as a consequence. Finally, we give computational results 
for a simple example as an illustration of the previous theoretical developments. 
The characteristics of such a decentralized-coordinated approach to optimal 
control problems are of two kinds. The first is related to the large scale of the 
systems: We can expect the computation of the optimum by this approach to 
push forward the frontiers of the scale of systems which can be dealt with using 
the computers available at present. A great effort in computational experiments 
is needed to substantiate this claim. The second characteristic is concerned with 
the structure of systems as interactive subsystems: It is advisable to implement 
a control structure which follows the system structure because of considerations 
such as flexibility (especially when changes occur in some subsystems), security 
(when breakdowns occur; this is discussed below), etc. Then, the on-line 
aspect becomes more important. Of course, it is in the stochastic case that the 
problem is well posed but a deterministic approach is also interesting because 
some adaptive aspects of the coordination will appear. 
2. A COORDINATION PRINCIPLE AND AN ALGORITHM FOR A 
GENERAL FORMULATION 
As a motivation for what follows, we assume that we deal with a system 
whose control u and state (and output) x belong to Hilbert spaces C% and X: 
x = P(u). (1) 
However, % and % are decomposed into N component spaces %r x ‘.. x GN 
and %r x ... x X,,,. So N interactive subsystems are designed with states 
(&E!ri, i = I,..., N} and inputs {ui E @‘i , zli E < , i = l,..., N} where vi is 
an interaction summing up the influence of the global system over its ith part. 
Let 5 denote the concatenation of the Ei’s (and likewise for u and V) and 
v=-tT,x ... x VN. We have 
& = 94% , f4, i=l iv, ,.*a> (24 
or 
5 = 3qu, w). (2b) 
Let K be a mapping from 9 into V which gives the value of the interaction v 
when the control u is used: 
w = K(u). (3) 
In order that the N coupled subsystems (2) and (3) behave as the global 
one (l), assume that 
P(u) = g(u, K(u)), Vu. (4) 
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Assume now that an R-valued cost functional 9(x, U) is minimized under (1). 
Let 
A4 =- =JwY4, u), vu, (54 
J(u, v) = 2zy&4, v), u), vu. (5b) 
Note that (from (4)) 
2%) = Jh w4). (6) 
For the rest of this section, we are only interested in the functionals $ and J 
and the mapping K, without reference to the states x and 5. The functionals 
are assumed to be strictly convex in u and twice FrCchet differentiable, and K 
is assumed to be FrCchet differentiable. 
The overall problem is to minimize 3 in u E %. Let u* be the optimum. 
We have, as a necessary and sufficient condition, that 
(dy/du)(u*) = 0. (7) 
The purpose of decentralization is to define, for i = I ,..., N, functionals 
y/i0 over @‘i , such that by independent minimization of each Yio, each optimum 
uir is equal to the ith part ui* of u*. Since it is not possible, generally, to achieve 
this directly, an iterative process, called “coordination,” is required to transform 
the Y.O’s into ?P.l’s z z ,..., !P?k’s, etc., such that the respective optima ui2’s ,..., @l’s, 
etc., converge toward the ui*‘s. 
Hence, we now define the family {Yio} and a process for modifying it. 
From (6) and (7) we obtain 
(a]/&)(~*, K(u*)) + (aJ/&)(u*, K(u*))(dK/du)(u*) == 0. (8) 
For simplicity of notation, we do not distinguish between ui , belonging 
to %‘i , and the element of a!, equal to (0 ,..., 0, ui , 0 ,..., 0). Then, for some 
given u” E @, define Y,O(u,) as 
Y,“(u,) = J(u” - ZQ + ui , K(uO)) + Ti(uo) ui , (9a) 
F,(u”) = (aJ/&)(u”, K(u”))(aK/&J(uo). (9b) 
I’,(uO) is what Mesarovic et al. [I] call a “linearized interaction operator.” 
Justifications of these definitions are given by the two obvious lemmas below 
(terminology from [l]): 
LEMMA 1 Applicability (of the coordination principle). If for some predic- 
tion u”, the resulting optimum u1 given by 
(aY,o/auJ(u~) = 0, i = l,..., AT, (10) 
is equal to u”, then u1 is also equal to the overall optimum u*. 
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LEMMA 2 Coordinability (by the coordination principle). There exists one 
prediction u” which leads to a local optimum u1 equal to the overall one. This ‘Lgood” 
value of the prediction is u*. 
Proofs are immediate from (8) to (10) and the assumptions of strict convexity. 
We must now define a coordination algorithm. Following Takahara [8], we 
use a process of “pure reinjection.” It consists, for one given starting point u”, 
in using ul, the resulting local optimum, as the new prediction to define a new 
{yril} by (9), and so on. 
The problem, of course, is that of the convergence of such an iterative scheme; 
we investigate it in the quadratic case only. Instead of using a theorem on 
contraction mappings we are interested in the behavior of the overall perform- 
ance f for successive G’s. The strong result (which is missing in [8], as is 
any other correct proof of convergence) is that, under some condition to be 
stated, the overall performance decreases monotonously, and an evaluation of 
the difference I(&) - d(u”+l) is given. Later in the paper we give a technique 
for always meeting the convergence condition. 
Before stating the main theorem, let us define our terms. We set (/ and J 
are assumed quadratic) 
A = d2$ldu2, ~~ = aya+ (11) 
and B denotes the block-diagonal operator made up of the block Bi . A and 
the Bi’s are self-adjoint operators, assumed coercive for the overall and local 
problems to have a single solution. 
THEOREM 1. Under all the previous assumptions, assuming further & (resp. J) 
quadratic in u (resp. (u, v)) and K afine, and under the convergence condition 
B - A/2 coercive (denoted B - A/2 > 0), (12) 
the pure reinjection algorithm ensures that {f(G)} is strictly decreasing in k with 
the convergence rate: 
f(u”) - $(u”“) = (u” - u*, C(u’i - u*)), (134 
C = AB-l(B - A/2) B-lA. (13b) 
Moreover, its limit is f(u*) and {u”} converges strongly toward IL*. 
Proof. We perform some simple calculations. First, from (6), (9) and (10) 
and the fact that 
one obtains 
((d,$/du)(uo))’ = A(u” - u*) (see (1 I)), 
ul - @ = -&‘A@’ - u*). (14) 
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Then, using second-order expansions, one obtains Eqs. (13) (changing indices 
0 and 1 into k and k + 1). 
With the convergence condition (12), 
3t E Rf: #(u”) - $(u”“) > E 11 B-lA(u~ - .*)ll’. 
This proves that #(u”) is strictly decreasing in /2 whenever ~8 is not u*. 
Moreover, since &(u”) has a lower bound $(u*), it has a limit frim when 
k ++X.Wehave 
When k ----f + co, ui; - u* (thanks to assumptions on A and B) in the natural 
topology of u7d. By continuity, $rim = $(u*). This completes the proof. 
Let us now introduce a quadratic modification of the Yio’s in order that 
the convergence condition (12) may always be met. Just add to the right-hand 
side of Eq. (9a) a quadratic term 
i(Ui - uio, Mi(Ui - ui”)), (15) 
where (., .> denotes the scalar product of ?/ and Mi is some self-adjoint operator 
to be chosen by the coordinator. It is not hard to see that Lemmas 1 and 2 
remain true and that the main theorem still stands if one replaces B by B --- M 
where M is the block-diagonal operator made up from the Mi’s. Clearly the 
new condition (12) can be met with a “sufficiently positive” M. 
Even when the original algorithm converges, a good choice of M might 
improve convergence speed. It seems advisable in order to preserve the geometry 
of the problem to pick M ~ yB, with y sca1ar.l Then C is replaced by 
Cy = (l/(y -’ I)“) AB-l[( 1 + y) B - $41 BplA. 
In view of (I 3a), we wish to get as positive a Cy as possible. It may be possible 
to study this positivity as a function of y. The choice of the best M is an open 
question we are currently investigating. 
3. THE COORDINATION ALGORITHM FOR OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS 
We start with a linear quadratic control problem, i.e., with the dynamics 
k(t) = F(t) x(t) + G(t) u(t), x(t,) = a, (16) 
1 In this case, one can see that the quadratic modification is equivalent to a modification 
of the previous “pure reiojection” rule by taking, as the new prediction (say u’), a linear 
combination of the previous trajectory (say u”) and its image by transformation (14). 
A convex combination corresponds to the case y :-, 0. 
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which define the system (l), and the criterion 
which defines the cost functional 2. More complete criteria (with final cost 
and linear terms) have been considered and all the formulas in the Appendix 
have been established for them. However, for simplicity, we limit ourselves 
to (17). 
We assume that the problem does have a solution, and, in particular, we 
assume (R(t) > 0, t E [to, T]}. The Hilbert spaces @ and X are L2 spaces of 
square integrable functions from [to , I”] into Iw” and BP, respectively, with the 
classical scalar product in L2. 
For some decomposition of the state and control vectors in N parts as follows 
(the accent is for transposition), 
x’(t) = (xl’(t),..., x,‘(t)), xi(t) E R”“, 
let us define, for all t, Fij (resp. Gij) as the (ni x nj)-dimensional block matrix 
of F (resp. G) according to the decomposition. Denote also P (resp. G) the 
block-diagonal matrix made up of the blocks Fii (resp. Gii) on the main diagonal 
and zero-blocks elsewhere, and P (resp. G) the “zero-diagonal” matrix F - P 
(resp. G - G). 
The subsystems Pi are defined by 
pi = Fii~i + Giiui f vi ) (184 
or, in condensed notation (mapping g), 
i=Pff&L$-v, &o) = ff* W3b) 
Let us define the coupling function K (Eq. (3)) as 
v =I;x+eu 
t 
or vi = c Fijxj + Gijuj, i = I,..., N 1 (19) M 
with x = P(U). Then, obviously, assumption (4) is satisfied. Let us now define 
criteria Yik by Eqs. (9). 
The first term on the right-hand side of (9a) is obtained by “restriction” of 
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(17) around some nominal trajectories u’(.), x”(,) where XL = a(&). This 
yields (up to irrelevant constants) 
-;I 
I [ 
L,(i’Qji[i -I- ;ui’Riiu, - c (x:“‘Qj& ~-~ u;‘Rjiui)] dt. (20) 
0 ,Ji 
It remains to compute the second term ri(&) . ui or equivalently the sum 
zi T,(u”) ui = r(&) u. This requires some simple but somewhat lengthy 
calculations, which are given in the Appendix. The result is 
quy . u = [’ Ak’(fl( + &) dt C-21) 
(up to irrelevant constants), where 
xl< = -F’hk _ Qxk, h’<(T) z 0. (24 
The ith part of (21), namely, 
must be added to (20) to give yrik(ui). The ith local problem, at the kth step 
of coordination, is to minimize !Pik with the dynamics (Isa), where the inter- 
action ai is predicted by the value cuik given by (19) with (u, X) equal to (u”, x”). 
This problem is preferably solved by the Hamilton- Jacobi-Bellman equation, 
i.e., by a Riccati equation here (plus a linear one, owing to linear terms in the 
dynamics and criterion). Since the Riccati equation depends only on quadratic 
weighting matrices which do not change during the coordination algorithm, 
it must be computed once and for all at the beginning of the process. The 
algorithm is summed up below. 
(i) Integrate the N local Riccati equations 
P, + PiF,i -t Fi’iPi - PiGiiR~~G;iPi + Qii = 0, P,(T) = 0. 
(ii) Set k = 0; guess a first reference control history {u”(t), t E [to, T]J. 
(iii) Implement uk on the real system or integrate (16). Record x”(.). 
(iv) Integrate Eq. (22) and record Xk(.). 
(v) Solve the N local problems, i.e., for i = I ,. .., N, integrate the linear 
differential equations 
ii + (F;, - PiGiiRGIG;Jgi - PiGiiR&’ (?; (Rijuj’ + (Gji)’ A;)) 
+ P, (c (F+xj” +- G,,u,“)) + c (Q+xj~c + (Fjj)’ Aj”) = 0, gi(T) z O, 
j#i j#i 
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and Eqs. (18a) with vik and ui given in closed-loop form by 
ui = --R;’ (G:,r,& + G;,g, + (?zi Rijujk + (Gji)’ &‘I). 
Record ef+‘(.), and compute with it u!+‘(.), in open-loop form, from the above 
equation. 
(vi) Stop if /I uk+l - uk llLs or 2(~“) - $(~“+l) is below some threshold. 
Otherwise do K - k + 1 and go to (iii). 
Remarks. 
(i) Step (iv) amounts to the integration of an overall linear differential 
equation by the coordinator. This is the main coordination task which takes 
place with step (v) (resolution of the local problems) between two successive 
occurrences of the time period [to , T] (step (iii)). 
(ii) The quadratic modification (15) can be taken here as 
$ tI [(& - xik)’ @(& - xi”) + (ui - uik)’ a& - uik)] dt, 
s 
where Qi and Bi are two weighting matrices to be chosen, for instance, as 
yQii and yRii , y E Li!. We leave to the reader the necessary modifications of 
the other equations. Note also that, with the notation defined in the Appendix, 
A = R + G’@“Q@G. 
As for B, it can be proved to be equal to 
These can serve for a study of the convergence condition (12), which is another 
open question. 
(iv) It can be proved, because of the nature of the relation between uk 
and uk+l (linear differential equations),that the convergence of UK toward u* 
which has been proved in the topolology of the space L2 is, in fact, uniform over 
[to, T]. We do not give the proof because of lack of space. 
(v) Our algorithm can be related to Takahara’s, although he obtained 
his in a completely different way (and with the additional assumption that 
G = 0 and 2 = 0, which we have shown to be unnecessary). This comparison 
is based on that of the local problems. 
It appears that the local problems of Takahara’s algorithm are the same as 
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ours if one substitutes, for our x”‘(.) and A”(.), the following EL(.) and /A”(.) 
(still assuming G --:I 0, R == 0): 
,@ : &k + Guk + VP, [“(to) =. 01, .$ jY,p 1, 
$2 = --pfpk _ &,$k _ p/p _ 05” -1, /L”(T) 0. 
In other words, the quantities X+ and P, which require overall computations, 
are replaced by “approximated” quantities, which are obtained by local com- 
putations and have the same limits when k - + CD. Thus Takahara’s algorithm 
does not need overall computations. 
We now briefly develop, in a similar way, the algorithm for more general 
optimal control problems, i.e., for problems with dynamics 
it = F(x, u, t), &I) = 01, 
and criterion 
s 
%(x, u, t) dt. 
to 
(23) 
(24) 
A possible generalization of the previous decomposition is as follows: 
Bi = .A(& , ui , v, 7 t), &(t()) = OIL ) i = I,...) N, 
v = h(x, 24, t). 
(25) 
(26) 
Assumption (4) may now be satisfied by the assumption 
F(x, u, t) .= f(x, u, W, u, t)), t/x, u, t. (27) 
The coupling function K is defined by (26) with x = g(u). The dynamics of 
the local problems, at step K, are given by (25) with viB predicted by the value 
Ki(uk). As for the local criteria, they are obtained as previously, by restriction 
and the interaction operator (whose computation, left to the reader, follows a 
method similar to that for the quadratic case; see the Appendix): 
with 
Fv’,” = g (x”, uk, /2(x”, uk), t), H,” = ; (x”, u’c, t), H,” = g (xk, &, t), 
Xk _ _ 
[ 
g (x”, uL, t)]’ hk - [g (x7’, z&, t)]‘, P(T) = 0. (28) 
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The following steps are now required. 
(i) Set k = 0; guess a first reference control history u”(.). 
(ii) Implement uk on the real system or integrate (23). Record zck(.). 
(iii) Integrate Eq. (28) and record P(.). 
(iv) Solve the N local problems defined above by any numerical method 
to obtain uk+l(.) (open-loop control). 
(v) Stop or do k -K + 1 and return to (ii), according to the result of 
some stopping test. 
The main question, of course, is that of convergence. The proof may go 
through the same calculation as before but, of course, the second-order expan- 
sions are now not exact. This question has not been tackled so far. 
In the linear-quadratic case, we have noted that the resolution of each sub- 
problem at each coordination step requires fewer computations than usual 
because the Riccati equation is always the same. Here a reduction in the number 
of calculations can be expected from the fact that any iterative method of 
solving the local problems needs a starting point and this one may be the solution 
obtained at the previous coordination step, which in general is close to the 
present solution, after coordination steps. 
An important remark, with respect to the theory of decentralization and 
coordination, is that the complexity of the overall problem is handed down to 
the local problems, whereas the coordination task remains as simple as in the 
quadratic case. 
4. ADAPTIVE FEATURES AND THE CONCEPT OF ON-LINE COORDINATION 
Among the features we plan to obtain for the purpose of on-line coordination 
of dynamic systems, let us mention the following: 
(i) Since the overall optimum u * is obtained after an iterative process 
which can be too long in on-line situations, we require that each intermediate 
control ut, computed at the local level, be used to control the real system. 
(ii) However, this requirement is meaningless if we do not require, at 
the same time, that this cause a monotonous improvement in the overall 
performance. 
(iii) We require also that the response x”(.) of the real system be used to 
update the predictions at each new coordination step. This is a kind of feedback 
at the upper level, whose advantages we discuss below. 
(iv) Similarly, it is natural to require that the controls to be implemented 
be in closed-loop form. Of course, they will be only locally in closed-loop 
form since the ith controller must only observe the ith part of the output vector. 
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Our algorithm meets the first three points. The advantages of the first two 
are obvious in an on-line context. We must note that the algorithm addresses 
itself to periodic systems, since the initial condition oi is the same at the beginning 
of each period [to , T]. This is the case, for example, of an industrial process 
which is started again each morning. The third point ensures the adaptation of 
the coordination to accidental deviations of 01. The question of permanent but 
slow variations is still open. 
A characteristic which is commonly expected from decentralized structures 
is that of security. Assume that the first p subsystems are still “optimally” 
controlled at each coordination step h and that the N ~ p others suffer break- 
downs from the rth to the (r + s)th time period. Then, for i = p + l,..., N 
and k =z r,..., Y + S, it is assumed that uip remains equal to uIP1, i.e., the last 
control history before the breakdown of the local computer. M’e also discuss 
below the case of a breakdown of the control channel (z+” remains null in that 
case). 
We have the theorem (still in the quadratic case): 
THEOREM 2. We assume that the convergence condition (12) of Theorem 1 is 
met. During the breakdown of the last (N - p) subsystems, if the other subsystems 
are still controlled according to the algorithm and the coordination is still working, 
the overall performance keeps on decreasing. If the breakdown continues indefinitely, 
the first p controls tend toward the best values possible in the presence of such a 
breakdown. 
Proof. We denote ur the part {z+ , i = I ,..., p) and u,, the remaining part. 
Also, the self-adjoint operators B and A are decomposed into 
In Eq. (14), at step k, we have 
kfl _ 
UI 
u k 
I = -B;‘(A,(u,~ - uI*) + 4,,(uh - u,*,)), 
which is also 
k+1 
UI - qk =z -B& 
with h, = ((a//au,) (u,~, u,,))’ (h, is the corresponding element in @, by Riesz’ 
representation theorem, of the derivative of f w.r.t. ur , evaluated at some 
point, which is an element of ?V*, the dual space of %). 
For k = Y,..., r $ s, u:, remains equal to some tin . The first part of the 
theorem is obtained by expanding to second order the difference of two successive 
values of &, which yields 
/(u,~, ii,,) - j’(u;+‘, ii,,) = (B;‘h, , (B, - A,/2) B;‘h,‘~. 
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Since B, - A,/2 is the ith block-operator of the operator in (12), it is coercive 
if this one is. Thus the difference is positive. 
Now, if s --f + co, it is easy to prove (following the same scheme as that in 
Theorem 1) that uik: has a limit in @r which is given by urrn - ur* = 
--A;lA,,,(u;, - u,,), which can be proved to be equivalent to 
This proves the last statement of the theorem. 
Thanks to this theorem, it is possible to let the algorithm proceed with 
continuous improvement of the overall performance (which may have a proper 
meaning or be designed, for example, to ensure stability) while repairing the 
breakdown. If a breakdown of the local control channel occurs, then the 
previous theorem is valid with uu = , 0 but of course, for R = r, the overall 
performance may have a jump before decreasing again from this new value. 
5. CLOSED-LOOP DECENTRALIZED CONTROL 
We discuss here the fourth point at the beginning of the previous paragraph, 
i.e., the question of closed-loop controls. This requirement is not fulfilled in 
our algorithm. Of course, it seems desirable for applications, because the 
deterministic hypothesis is never met exactly. It would complete, at the local 
level, the on-line features of the algorithm. (Accidental deviations in one sub- 
system would be taken into account immediately by this local controller, but 
with a one-period delay by the others.) 
The main difficulty, in this problem of closed-loop decentralized control, is, 
roughly speaking, that the controls are computed at the local level, on the basis 
of decoupled models, whereas they have to be implemented on the coupled, 
real system. Of course, the usefulness of local models is that they prevent the 
local controllers from making, in each subproblem, computations of the same 
magnitude as in a.global resolution. 
In our preceding algorithm, the difficulty has been overcome thanks to 
variational calculations. It is not possible to do the same thing when dealing 
with closed-loop controls. A proper solution to this problem proceeds through 
the reformulation of the local problems as differential games, where the inter- 
actions become players. This is the topic of another paper [l I]. 
Here we limit ourselves to an algorithm which was worked out earlier by 
Benveniste and Bernhard [12]. It uses the theory of the decoupling of linear 
time-invariant systems (see [13, 141) to bring the system into the form of N 
uncoupled subsystems. The present author has successfully tested an algorithm 
of Kalman [ 151 (slightly modified) f or carrying out this operation. The difficulty 
mentioned above disappears and one is allowed, in our previous algorithm, to 
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use the closed-loop form of the controls, thus avoiding the simulation of the 
local dynamics in step (v) of the algorithm (which was necessary to obtain the 
open-loop form). 
The only coupling which remains comes from criterion (17), if some of the 
weighting matrices are not block-diagonal, w.r.t. the decompositions of the 
state and control vectors. The coordination method reduces now to adding 
to (17) the quadratic modification 
4 t: [(x - 9) Q(x - x") + (u - d) ii@ - u")] dt, s 
choosing the off-diagonal blocks of g and i? so that 
(Q+Q)-=o, (R-t@” =o, 
making the resulting criterion additive. As for the diagonal blocks, they must 
be chosen so as to ensure the sufficient convergence condition (in a,, and also 
uniform over [to, T]) of Theorem 1. From this condition, one can derive the 
stronger but more practical condition 
i? + R/2 > 0 and S + QP 2 0. 
However, for several reasons, this method is not practical for actual on-line 
control purposes. A proper treatment of interactions to obtain an on-line closed 
loop algorithm can be found in [I 11. 
6. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
A simple numerical example has been computed. The data are 
-0.2125 0.1500 I 0.0625 I 
0.2000 -0.2825 / 0.0000 / 
F= 
------------_-_-__-,-~--~~ 
0.0925 0.0000 / -0.0925 / 
------------,------_,-~-~~- 
0.0000 0.1000 I 0.0000 ) -0.1000 
G= 
-1.00 
0.00 
----. 
0.00 
1.33 
I 0.00 
i 1.33 
/------ 
j -1.50 
-. 
/ 0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1.50 
----- 
-1.33 
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Q= 
3 -1 l-l 
-1 3 / -1 
(:~~~~~: -1 -1 I 3 -1 -1 j -1 
I -1 
/ -1 
-F--l 
I -1 
---- 
I 3 
, 
t, = 0, T = 25, a’ = (5, -5,o, 0). 
The decomposition into three subsystems is given by the dashed lines in the 
matrices. The time interval has been divided into 25 steps for digital integration. 
The first guess of the control vector has been {u:(t) = 0.3; i = l,..., 3; 
t = o,..., 25) purposely far from the optimum. 
The algorithm without a quadratic modification failed to converge. So we 
have used the modification 
+ t: (& - xi”) Qi(& - xi”) dt, 
s 
i = l,..., 3, 
since R is already block-diagonal. Moreover, we have taken 
Qi = YQii 9 YE Ilk 
With y = 1 and 2, convergence has not been obtained. With y = 3, convergence 
is better than with y = 4. For y = 3, Fig. 1 gives the evolution of the ratio 
9 
r 
-w WITH BREAKDOWN 
FIG. 1. Evolution of the ratio T = ~(u”)/j(u*) with the index k of the coordination 
step. 
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&(u”)/f(u*) (u* has been obtained by a global resolution), with respect to the 
coordination index k. After 20 iterations, $(u”) is 10 ‘A greater than the optimal 
value. 
Figure 2 gives the trajectory of the first state coordinate for k = 0, IO,20 
and the optimal trajectory. 
k= ce _~. ~.__ 
’ kc20 
Frc. 2. First state coordinate trajectory for some k’s. 
Finally, Fig. 1 also gives the evolution of the ratio when the second control 
coordinate is kept at its initial value, all along the coordination process. This 
ratio decreases and becomes almost stationary after 5 iterations at the value 3.39. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has derived in a simple way from Mesarovic’s concepts and 
techniques a coordination algorithm for the control of linear and nonlinear 
dynamic systems. Convergence has been proved in the linear-quadratic case. 
A proof in the other cases is not available at this moment. 
Other questions, especially that of the best choice of weighting matrices by 
the user, are still open. 
However, some characteristics, such as the monotonous improvement of the 
overall performance, feedback at the coordination level, and the behavior of 
the algorithm in case of breakdowns in some subsystems, call on this algorithm 
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for on-line implementations. In this view, further investigations concerning its 
adaptive abilities and numerical experiments are still required and are being 
carried out now. 
Another point, namely the possibility of closed-loop decentralized control, 
has been discussed here with reference to a forthcoming paper. 
APPENDIX 
Our purpose is to compute the linear modification term r(G) u, or equivalently 
T(@)(u - uk), since one may add a constant to a criterion without changing 
the resulting minimizing solution. We have seen that 
F(uk) = (aJ/jaw)(uk, K(u”)) * (dK/du)(uk) (see (9b)). 
Notation. Let a(., *) be the transition matrix associated with F(.); that is, 
(WW(4 4)) = F(t) qt, 4J; @(to , to) = I (identity). 
We denote by the same CD, with no risk of confusion, the linear operator in L2, 
defined as 
y =@x-y(t) = 
I 
t @(t, s) x(s) ds, t E [tu > Tl. 
to 
Let CD* be the adjoint operator of CD w.r.t. the scalar product in L2. Then it 
can be proved that 
y = @*x -y(t) = b= @‘(s, t) x(s) ds, tE[t,, Tl, 
or 
j=--F’y-xx, y(T) = 0. 
We define 6 in the same way, starting from P. It is well known that the solution 
of Eq. (2~) is 
6 = 4qGu + w) + d, with d(t) = &(t, to) 01. 
From the definition of J(u, ZJ), which is the value of integral (17) when x is 
replaced by [, it is clear that the corresponding element in S! of (aJ/&.~)(u, V) 
(which belongs to 9*, dual of %) by Riesz’ representation theorem is &*Qt. 
On the other hand, from the definition of the mapping K (see (19)) it is clear 
that 
dK/du = I%G f e. 
409/59/z-4 
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Then 
T(d) . (u - u”) = (@*Qtk, (p@G + e)(u - uk)), 
where (., .) is the scalar product in L2 and 5” corresponds to the arguments uk 
and ~3 = K(G). Therefore, because ZP is the interaction input produced by uk, 
E” is the output of the coupled model and is equal to xk = 9(&). By definition 
of the adjoint operator, 
T(u’~) (u - u”) = (Qxk, 6(&G + e)(u - u”)). 
From the definitions of @ and 6, it is easy to prove that 
Q-6 =dT@ = @i-+.6. 
Using these two equalities, one may prove that 
Then 
I+“) (u - u”) = (@*Qx”,~c@(u - u”) + e(u - u”)). 
However, &?(u - uk) = 6 - xk, where 6 is the output of (18b) with the 
inputs u and ok = K(uk) and xk is the output of the same equation with uk 
and zlk. Note that f is the output of the local (decoupled) model at step k, 
since o is predicted at ~9. Finally, 
r(u”) (u - u”) = (hk,P(.f - x”) + e(u - uk)) 
with A” = @*Qxk or 
ik = --F’hk - Qxk; A(T) = 0. 
The linear modification at step k is, up to an irrelevant constant, 
s T Xk’(P[ + C%) dt. to 
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